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Reduction of Padding Overhead for RLNC Media
Distribution With Variable Size Packets
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Abstract—Random linear network coding (RLNC) can enhance
the reliability of multimedia transmissions over lossy communi-
cation channels. However, RLNC has been designed for equal size
packets, while many efficient multimedia compression schemes,
such as variable bitrate (VBR) video compression, produce
unequal packet sizes. Padding the unequal packet sizes with
zeros to the maximum packet size creates an overhead on the
order of 20%–50% or more for typical VBR videos. Previous
padding overhead reduction approaches have focused on pack-
ing the unequal packet sizes into fixed size packets, e.g., through
packet bundling or chaining and fragmentation. We introduce an
alternative padding reduction approach based on coding macro-
symbols (MSs), whereby an MS is a fixed-sized part of a packet.
In particular, we introduce a new class of RLNC, namely MS
RLNC which conducts RLNC across columns of MSs, instead
of the conventional RLNC across columns of complete pack-
ets of equal size. Judiciously arranging the source packets into
columns of MSs, e.g., through shifting the source packets horizon-
tally relative to each other, supports favorable MS RLNC coding
properties. We specify the MS RLNC encoding and decoding
mechanisms and analyze their complexity for a range of specific
MS arrangement strategies within the class of MS RLNC. We
conduct a comprehensive padding overhead evaluation encom-
passing both previous approaches of packing the unequal size
packets into fixed size packets as well as the novel MS RLNC
approaches with long VBR video frame size traces. We find that
for small RLNC generation sizes that support low network trans-
port delays, MS RLNC achieves the lowest padding overheads;
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while for large generation sizes, both the previous packing
approaches and the novel MS RLNC approaches effectively
reduce the padding overhead.

Index Terms—Random linear network coding (RLNC),
variable-sized packets, variable bitrate (VBR) video, video
streaming, zero-padding.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation: Padding Overhead in RLNC

MODERN media distribution scenarios involve a wide
range of heterogeneous underlying communication

channels, including lossy channels, e.g., wireless chan-
nels [4]–[8]. The effects of lossy channels on media distribu-
tion can be mitigated through error correction coding [9]–[14].
Recently, random linear network coding (RLNC) has emerged
as a popular error correction coding scheme for a wide
range of complex lossy networks. RLNC has been employed
in a wide range of systems involved in media distribution,
including data storage systems [15]–[20], multicast and broad-
cast distribution networks [21]–[25], peer-to-peer distribution
networks [26]–[29], as well as general content distribution and
streaming systems [30]–[34].

RLNC has been designed for equal size packets, see
Section II-B. However, popular efficient multimedia compres-
sion schemes, in particular video compression schemes, are
typically most efficient when operating in a variable bitrate
(VBR) mode [35], [36]. Therefore, VBR video has received
significant interest for media distribution [37]–[41]. Padding
the unequal VBR video packets with zeros [42], [43], i.e., the
so-called zero-padding to obtain equal size packets for RLNC
encoding, creates a high overhead, as quantified in Section II.

B. Existing Padding Reduction Approaches

The padding overhead in RLNC for distribution of
VBR encoded media has received very limited attention to
date. Compta et al. [44] have proposed padding reduction
approaches that seek to pack the unequal size packets into
fixed size packets that are amenable to conventional RLNC. In
particular, the simple bundling approach [44] is similar to the
classical bin packing problem, i.e., strives to pack variable size
objects (packets) into the least number of bins (packets) of the
same capacity (fixed packet size). Bin packing is an NP-hard
problem, i.e., has very high computational complexity. The
chaining and fragmentation approach [44] strings the packets
together back-to-back into one long string and then fragments
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the long string into fixed size packets. In contrast, to these
existing approaches, which are limited to packing the VBR
video packets into fixed size packets, we introduce a novel
fine-granular RLNC coding approach that can flexibly encode
fixed size fragments of packets. The performance evaluations
in [44] have been limited to 320 frames of a mostly motion-
free video. In contrast, we conduct extensive evaluations with
frame size traces of long (several thousand frames) full motion
VBR video. We comprehensively evaluate the packet packing
approaches as well as the MS RLNC approaches with the long
VBR video traces.

The recent study [45] has addressed padding overhead for
an XOR based coding scheme. XOR based coding is a spe-
cial case of network coding on the binary Galois field GF(2),
see Section II-B, that suffers from suboptimal throughput
and significant linear dependencies of the coding coeffi-
cient vectors [46]–[49]. In contrast, this paper addresses the
padding overhead for general RLNC for arbitrary Galois
fields GF(2q), q ≥ 1, which is throughput-optimal and
has negligible coding coefficient dependencies for sufficiently
large q [22], [50].

C. Contributions: MS RLNC and Padding Evaluation

This study makes two main contributions:
• We develop an alternative to the existing padding reduc-

tion approaches that pack the unequal size packets into
fixed size packets for conventional packet granularity
RLNC. In particular, we introduce a novel class of
RLNC based on the encoding of columns of macro-
symbols (MSs). The given variable size video packets
are partitioned into fixed size MSs. With MS RLNC, the
coding properties depend on the length of the longest
column of source MSs. More specifically, the number
of coded packets required at the receiver is greater than
or equal to the longest MS column at the encoder. We
introduce a deterministic horizontal shifting scheme that
shifts the variable size source packets relative to each
other to minimize the length of the longest column.
This shifting minimizes the number of coded packets
required for decoding at the receiver and thus the latency.
We analytically characterize the MS RLNC decod-
ing probability as well as the encoding and decoding
complexities.

• We also conduct extensive quantitative evaluations of both
the existing packing based approaches and the novel MS
RLNC based approaches with long frame sizes of full
motion VBR video. We consider different video encoders
as well as a range of RLNC generation sizes in the
evaluation. We find that for low-delay network transport
with small RLNC generations, MS RLNC with deter-
ministic shifting gives favorable performance. For large
RLNC generations, both the bundling and the chaining
and fragmentation approaches for packing the unequal
size packets into fixed size packets and MS RLNC
with deterministic shifting effectively reduce the padding
overhead.

D. Organization

This paper is organized as follows: Section II gives an
overview of the VBR video traffic characteristics and quanti-
fies the padding overhead for forming equal size packets for
conventional RLNC. We note that parts of Section II have
been presented in the conference paper [1]. Section III intro-
duces macro-symbol (MS) RLNC and quantifies its padding
reduction for VBR video. The basic concept of MS RLNC
has first been presented in the conference paper [2] and is
now presented in a more comprehensive manner in Section III.
Section IV introduces the shifting concept for MS RLNC. The
shifting of source packets in the context of RLNC with gen-
eral finite field coding coefficients is entirely novel and for
the first time presented in this article. Section V analytically
characterizes the MS RLNC decoding probability as well as
the computational complexities of MS RLNC encoding and
decoding. The computational complexities for the basic MS
RLNC concept were first analyzed in the conference paper [3];
the complexity analysis is elaborated in this article and the
MS RLNC decoding probability is for the first time examined
in detail in this article. Section VI presents the comprehen-
sive evaluation of padding overhead reduction approaches with
long VBR video traces. Section VII summarizes the main
conclusions of this study and outlines future work directions.

II. PADDING IN RLNC BASED VIDEO DISTRIBUTION

This section first introduces the VBR video traces that are
used for the quantitative evaluations throughout this study, and
gives brief tutorial background on RLNC. Then, this section
quantifies the padding overhead for the VBR video traces with
conventional equal size packet RLNC.

A. Variable Video Packet Sizes

In general, there are two broad types of video, namely con-
versational video, e.g., from video conferencing applications,
and full motion video, e.g., from movies, TV shows, and
sporting events. Full motion video typically exhibits a wide
variety of scenes with varying levels of motion activity and
texture complexity. The varying scene content results in vari-
able bitrate (VBR) video when the video is encoded with the
modern efficient video coding standards [35], [36], [52], [53].
The varying sizes (in bytes) of the encoded video frames
in VBR video in turn result in varying sizes (in bytes) of
the packets carrying the encoded video data over multimedia
distribution networks.

This study focuses on full motion video, which will likely
account for large portions of the traffic on future wireless
networks and the future Internet [54]. We selected five repre-
sentative frame size traces of long full motion videos that were
encoded with a variety of video coding approaches from a pub-
licly available video trace library [51]. The selected videos
cover a wide range of video resolution formats ranging from
the low-resolution Common Interframe Format (CIF) to High
Definition (HD) formats and the high-resolution 4k format, as
detailed in Table I. The sizes of the encoded video frames
(in bytes) can grow significantly larger than the common
Ethernet maximum transfer unit (MTU) of 1500 bytes [55],
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TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF REPRESENTATIVE VIDEO TRACES [51] WITH 30
FRAMES PER SECOND (fps) FOR COMMON INTERFRAME FORMAT (CIF)

RESOLUTION VIDEO AND 24 fps FOR THE REMAINING VIDEOS

Fig. 1. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of video packet sizes in bytes
per packet.

[56]. Thus, a given large encoded video frame needs to be
fragmented into multiple packets for video distribution over
a network, resulting in packet numbers that are significantly
larger than the number of encoded video frames, see Table I.

Fig. 1 illustrates the cumulative distribution functions
(CDFs) of the video packet sizes corresponding to the video
traces of Table I. We observe from Fig. 1 a common strong
mode of the sizes at 1500 bytes, which corresponds to the
prescribed MTU. We also observe that videos with higher
resolutions tend to have a higher probability of being frag-
mented into packets of the MTU size. For instance, only about
20% of the SVC (CIF) video packets have 1500 bytes, while
approximately 90% of the H.265 (4k) video packets have
1500 bytes.

B. Background: Generation Based RLNC

Generation based RLNC [57], [58] made network coding
practical by performing the coding on successive sets (blocks)
of packets, which are referred to as generations. The genera-
tion size N, i.e., the maximum number of source packets that
can be combined to form the coded packets, should be set
according to the type of application [59], [60]. We consider
the unicast transmission of video data packets using generation
based RLNC with full vector RLNC encoding [22], [58], [61].
Full vector RLNC, which is also referred to as non-systematic
RLNC, transmits only encoded packets, whereby each encoded
packet is obtained by linearly combining all the source packets
in the considered generation according to uniformly distributed

Fig. 2. An example of a generation of N = 4 source packets with initial
sizes μ, 5μ, μ, and 2μ, whereby μ denotes a prescribed packet size unit,
e.g., μ = 10 bytes. The packets with sizes μ and 2μ are padded out to
the maximum packet size of 5μ before RLNC coding. The resulting padding
overhead (represented by the black rectangles) is OG = 11/9 = 122%, i.e.,
the amount of padding overhead is larger than the amount of source data.

random coding coefficients over a prescribed Galois field
GF(2q) [22], [62]–[64].

More specifically, consider a portion of N successive pack-
ets out of a given source packet sequence. Denote the sizes of
the source packets by L1, L2, . . . , LN [in symbols of the under-
lying GF(2q), i.e., with q bits per symbol]. If the source packet
sequence consists of more than N packets, then multiple gener-
ations will be formed. We proceed to consider the coding of a
given generation consisting of N successive source packets. In
preparation for the encoding, the sender pads the packets that
are smaller than the largest packet size Lmax = max1≤n≤N Ln

in the generation with trailing zero symbols; these trailing
zero symbols are referred to as zero-padding. The sender then
performs RLNC on N packets, each of size Lmax.

C. Padding Overhead for Generation Based RLNC

Random linear coding for forward erasure (or error) cor-
rection (FEC) generally creates three main types of over-
head, namely the overhead for communicating (signalling)
the coding coefficients to the receiver, the overhead due to
transmitting extra coded packets, and the padding overhead.
The coding coefficient overhead corresponds to the size of
the encoding vector, i.e., the number of coding coefficients
required for a given coded packet. Several studies have
extensively covered the signalling overhead for the coding
coefficients, see [65]–[67]. The FEC overhead due to trans-
mitting extra coded packets depends on the coding ratio R,
i.e., the number nc of extra coded packets that are added to a
generation of N source packets. Moreover, extra coded packets
may need to be transmitted if coding coefficient vectors are
linearly dependent.

The padding overhead arises since coded packets, i.e., the
linear combinations of the source packets, can only be created
from source packets of the same size. This study focuses on
the padding overhead, which depends on the sizes Ln [in units
of symbols, i.e., bytes for the common GF(28)] of the packets
with indices n, n = 1, 2, . . . , N, in a given generation. In par-
ticular, the largest packet size Lmax = max1≤n≤N Ln governs
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Fig. 3. Means and standard deviations of padding overhead OG [in percent] as a function of generation size N.

Fig. 4. Box plots of padding overhead OG [in %] as a function of generation size N for H.265 (4k) and VP9 (HD) videos. The boxes give the median as
well as lower and upper quartiles, while the whiskers give the 10% and 90% quantiles.

the padding overhead

OG =
N∑

n=1

(Lmax − Ln)

/ N∑

n=1

Ln, (1)

since each coded packet in the generation is padded out to
the size Lmax of the largest packet of the generation. This
padding overhead for a generation OG is illustrated in Fig. 2
for an example generation with four variable size source
packets.

D. Numerical Results for RLNC Padding Overhead

Fig. 3 illustrates the means and the standard deviations of
the padding overhead OG as a function of the generation size
N. We observe that the CIF format video incurs a very high
padding overhead OG that more than doubles the video data;
for generations sizes N of 20 and larger, the padding overhead
is over 200%, implying that the video data is tripled by the
padding. This very high padding overhead for the CIF video
is due to the highly variable frame sizes with many small size
frames, as shown in Fig. 1. We observe from Fig. 3 that higher
resolution videos tend to have lower padding overheads. For
generation size N = 50, for instance, the VP9 (HD) video
has a mean padding overhead of 35% (and a median padding

overhead of 20%), while the H.265 (4k) video has a mean
padding overhead of 7% (median of 3.8%).

For closer insights, Fig. 4 depicts box plots of the padding
overhead OG for the VP9 (HD) video and the H.265 (4k)
video. We initially observe from Fig. 4 that the VP9 (HD) gen-
erations comprise more overhead with medians around 20%
than the H.265 (4k) generations, which have median overheads
around 3–4% (the corresponding means are around 30–35%
and 6–7%, respectively). The higher overhead OG of the VP9
(HD) video is due to its higher proportion of small packets,
see Fig. 1.

We also observe from Fig. 4 that small generation sizes N,
e.g., N = 5, have a much higher occurrence of outliers, i.e.,
generations with exceedingly high overheads, than large gen-
eration sizes, e.g., N = 200. This is mainly because small
generation sizes N “sample” only a very short portion of the
sequence of video frames. When considering only few suc-
cessive encoded video frames there is a potential for vastly
different frame sizes, e.g., when the few frames happen to
include a large Intracoded (I) frame and a few small bi-
directionally predicted (B) frames of the group of pictures
structure of the encoding [51].

Fig. 5 shows box plots of the padding overhead OG of
the considered set of videos (see Table I) for the generation
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Fig. 5. Box plots of padding overhead OG in percent for different videos
for generation size N = 100.

size N = 100. We observe from Fig. 5 that higher resolution
videos tend to have lower overheads. Nevertheless, we observe
from Fig. 5 that even high resolution videos have many out-
lier generations with padding overheads between 20 and 50%.
For high resolution videos, the video frames are quite large
and require a large proportion of full (MTU) size packets.
However, even for high resolution video with large encoded
frame sizes, network distribution with generation based RLNC
comes at the expense of a significant zero-padding overhead.

III. MITIGATING PADDING WITH MS RLNC

A. MS RLNC Encoding

1) Overview: From Packet to Macro-Symbol (MS) RLNC
Coding Granularity: As examined in the preceding section,
the padding overhead with generation based RLNC arises
due to the packet-level granularity of the conventional RLNC.
More specifically, the conventional RLNC creates coded pack-
ets by linearly combining columns of full packets of the same
size Lmax in a given generation. We propose to reduce the
padding overhead through RLNC encoding at the finer granu-
larity of columns of macro-symbols (MSs). We define an MS
to have a prescribed size μ in terms of symbols of the source
packets, whereby a symbol has q bits, i.e., is a symbol of the
underlying Galois field GF(2q). The MS size μ can range from
a single symbol, i.e., q bits, to the maximum packet size in the
generation, i.e., Lmax. For μ = Lmax, MS RLNC degenerates
to the conventional packet granularity RLNC.

2) Setting (Generation Based RLNC): We consider the uni-
cast transmission of one generation consisting of N source
packets P1, P2, . . . , Pn, . . . , PN . Let L1, L2, . . . , Ln, . . . , LN

denote the sizes of the packets [in units of symbols] and denote
Lmax = max1≤n≤N Ln for the maximum packet size in the
generation. The main notations are summarized in Table II.

3) Partitioning Source Packets Into Macro-Symbols (MSs):
We define the packet lengths in units of MSs as

�n = �Ln/μ�, (2)

where �a� is the smallest integer larger than or equal to a.
We let �max denote the size of the largest source packet in
units of MSs. Let Pn = {sn1, sn2, . . . , snλ, . . . , sn�n} denote the
sequence of MSs that form source packet Pn. Furthermore, let

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF MAIN NOTATIONS

�λ, λ = 1, 2, . . . , �max, denote the distribution of the source
packet lengths, i.e., �λ denotes the number of source packets
of length λ MSs. Note that by the basic properties of a dis-
tribution,

∑�max
λ=1 �λ = N. The source packet partitioning into

MSs of size μ symbols is illustrated for an example generation
with N = 4 source packets of sizes �1 = 1, �2 = 5, �3 = 1,
and �4 = 2 in Fig. 2.

We define the source MS degree �λ, λ = 1, 2, . . . , �max,
of the given generation of source packets Pn, n = 1, 2, . . . , N,
as the number of MSs in the column position λ, λ =
1, 2, . . . , �max. In the example generation in Fig. 2, there are
four MSs in the left-most (λ = 1) column, hence, �1 = 4.
There are two MSs in the second column from the left (λ = 2
column), thus, �2 = 2. Furthermore, �3 = �4 = �5 = 1. In
general, based on the source packet length distribution:

�1 = N

�λ = N −
λ−1∑

�=1

�� , λ ∈ {2, . . . , �max}. (3)

MS RLNC does not require that all packets in a generation
are padded out to the largest packet in the generation. Instead,
MS RLNC only requires that all packets are padded out to
a size that is an integer multiple of the MS size μ. For a
generation size of N packets, this MS RLNC padding overhead
OMS is upper bounded by N(μ−1) symbols. This upper bound
of the overhead is attained when each packet has a size of some
integer multiple of μ plus one symbol, requiring each packet
to be padded with μ − 1 zero symbols to a size of an integer
multiple of μ.

4) MS Size μ Evaluation: Fig. 6 presents box plots of the
MS RLNC padding overhead OMS in percent (relative to the
amount of data in the generation

∑N
n=1 Ln) for a generation

of size N = 64 for different MS sizes μ. For the VP9 (HD)
video, we observe from Fig. 6(b) that for small MS sizes μ,
the overhead is mainly due to outliers. In particular, for small
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Fig. 6. Percentage of zero-padding overhead for MS RLNC with different macro-symbol sizes μ for generations of N = 64 packets.

MS sizes μ = 5 to μ = 25 byes, the median overhead is
close to zero and the few individual outliers reach only about
20%. The padding overhead with MS RLNC increases with
increasing MS size μ. For example, we observe from Fig. 6(a)
that for the SVC (CIF) video, the median padding overhead
approaches 20% for an MS size of μ = 150 bytes. However,
these median MS RLNC padding overheads are still dramati-
cally lower compared to the median padding overheads with
conventional RLNC, which was on the order of 100% for SVC
(CIF), see Fig. 5. For VP9 (HD), the median conventional
RLNC padding overheads were around 20%, see Fig. 4. Note
that setting the MS size μ to the MTU size 1500 byte would
result in overheads that are as large as or larger than the over-
heads in Figs. 4 and 5; larger overheads with μ = 1500 bytes
arise for generations with Lmax < 1500 bytes which require
only padding to Lmax in conventional RLNC. Overall, we
conclude from Fig. 6 that reducing the MS size μ signifi-
cantly reduces the MS RLNC padding overhead. The overhead
reductions are particularly dramatic for MS sizes μ below
100 bytes.

5) MS RLNC Encoding: The MS RLNC encoding follows
the principles of the conventional generation based RLNC,
with the exception that MS RLNC encodes at the granular-
ity of individual MSs. Recall that snλ, n = 1, 2, . . . , N, λ =
1, 2, . . . , �n denotes the MS in source packet (row position) n
and MS position (column position) λ. Let αηn denote the cod-
ing coefficient for source packet n when forming coded packet
η, η ≥ 1. Let cηλ denote the coded MS in coded packet (row)
number η and MS position (column position) λ. Following the
principles of generation based RLNC, the coded MS cηλ for
a given coded packet η is obtained through the linear combi-
nation of all the N source MSs snλ, n = 1, 2, . . . , N, in the
MS position (column position) λ with the “weights” given by
the coding coefficients αηn. That is, each source MS in the
column position λ is multiplied with its corresponding (for its
row n) coding coefficient αηn, and these products are summed
over the entire column, as illustrated in Fig. 7. Formally,

cηλ =
N∑

n=1

αηnsnλ, η ≥ 1, 1 ≤ λ ≤ �n. (4)

Fig. 7. Example illustration of macro-symbol (MS) RLNC coding for
a generation consisting of N = 2 source packets with maximum packet
size �max = 3 MSs. The coded MS cηλ is formed by linearly combin-
ing the source MSs snλ in column position λ with the coding coefficients
αηn. The coded packet η consists of the coded MSs cηλ from all the col-
umn positions λ, λ = 1, 2, . . . , �max, as well as the coding coefficients
αηn, n = 1, 2, . . . , N; also, one coded packet of the generation needs to
carry the individual packet lengths �n. The illustration on the right shows
the eventual matrix expansion of the encoding vector at the receiver.

Note that the degree �λ (see Eqn. (3)) gives the number of
source MSs that are linearly combined to generate the coded
MS cηλ.

6) MS RLNC Packet Format: As illustrated in Fig. 7,
coded (output) packet Cη contains the coded MSs
cη1, cη2, . . . , cη�max along with the coding coefficients
αη1, αη2, . . . , αηN . The coding coefficients require Nq bits.
In addition, one of the coded packets in the generation (or
a few, for reliability) needs to carry the individual packet
lengths �1,�2, . . . , �N of the packets in the considered
generation to the receiver to ensure correct decoding. Each
packet is at most �max MSs long; thus, the overhead for
sending the N individual packet lengths is upper bounded by
N log2 �max bits. Packet sequence numbers are not required
for the purpose of MS RLNC decoding, only the packet
lengths �1,�2, . . . , �N . The coded packets need to carry
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Fig. 8. Illustration of min-sized last coded packet policy for example gen-
eration with N = 4 packets: N − 1 = 3 coded packets have the full-length
of the longest source packet �max = 5, while the last coded packet has the
length �min = 1 of the minimum length source packet.

a generation index if a data stream consists of multiple
generations.

7) MS RLNC Coded Packet Size Distribution: The source
should send as many coded packets Cη, η = 1, 2, . . . , K, with
K ≥ N, as needed to ensure the total recovery of data at the
receiver. For ease of explanation, we initially consider a code
rate R = N/K = 1. The MS RLNC encoding introduced in
Section III-A5 enables a wide range of policies for setting the
sizes 	η of the encoded packets in units of MSs, whereby one
MS corresponds to one encoded MS cηλ.

a) Full-length coded packets: A full-length coded packet
policy produces N coded packets η = 1, 2, . . . , N, each of
size 	η = �max coded MSs. This full-length coded packet
encoding corresponds to the conventional packet granularity
RLNC encoding and incurs the padding overhead examined
in Section II. Effectively, when computing the coded MSs fol-
lowing Eqn. (4), the non-existent source symbols, e.g., the four
rightmost symbols s1,2, s1,3, s1,4, and s1,5 in source packet P1
in the example in Fig. 2 are considered to be zero-symbols.
That is, all source packets are implicitly zero-padded to the
full-length of the largest packet size �max of the generation.

b) Min-sized last coded packet: The min-sized last coded
packet policy produces N − 1 coded packet with the full-
length of the maximum source packet size �max. The length
of the last coded packet is set to the length 	N = �min =
min1≤n≤N �n of the shortest source packet, as illustrated in
Fig. 8. The min-sized last coded packet policy reduces the
padding overhead by �max − �min MSs compared to the
full-length coded packet policy.

c) Progressive shortening: The progressive shortening
policy sends coded packets with a length distribution that
matches the length distribution �λ of the source packets,
as illustrated in Fig. 9. Note that for progressive shortening,
the number of source MSs that are combined to form the
coded MS cηλ in column position λ is equal to the degree
�λ (see Eqn. (3)), i.e., the number of occurrences of source
MSs in column position λ. That is, the first coded MS cη1
(in column position λ = 1) in a coded packet Cη contains
N combined source MSs. The subsequent coded MSs to the
right (i.e., in higher column positions λ, λ ≥ 2) contain fewer

Fig. 9. Illustration of progressive shortening coded packet policy: The lengths
of the coded packets in part (b) are matched to the lengths of the source
packets in part (a).

combined source MSs as governed by the source packet length
distribution �λ, see Eqn. (3).

Absent of any loss or corruption of coded packets during the
network transport or any finite field dependencies [59], [64],
the receiver can decode the coded packets with length distribu-
tion �λ to recover the source packets with length distribution
�λ. However, in order to guard against packet loss or corrup-
tion and finite field dependencies, additional coded MSs should
be sent. MS RLNC opens a wide design space for coded
MS transmission policies. One elementary policy is to send
a prescribed number 
 of full-length coded packets beyond
the number of full-length coded packets ��max in the source
packet length distribution, before shortening the coded packets
according to the source packet distribution. For instance, for

 = 1 in the example in Fig. 9, the coded packet lengths are
5, 5, 1, and 1 MS.

An alternative progressive shortening-and-hold policy may
hold the coded packet length at prescribed lengths, e.g., full-
length packet and half-length packet, for a prescribed number
of coded packets 
 before resuming the progressive shorten-
ing. For instance with 
 = 1 and holding at the full- and
half-packet length, the source packets of lengths 8, 7, 5, 5, 4,
2, 1, and 1 result in coded packet length 8, 8, 5, 5, 4, 4, 1,
and 1. Another approach for controlling the number of coded
MS is to exchange feedback between receiver and sender. In
the evaluations in this study, we employ the elementary pol-
icy with 
 additional full-length coded packets. The detailed
examination of other policies for controlling the numbers of
coded MSs is an important direction for future research.

B. MS RLNC Decoding

1) General Full-Length Packet Decoding: This section
explains our proposed MS RLNC decoding schemes. We
assume initially full-length coded packets, see Section III-A7a
and then proceed to explain the modifications for the min-
sized last coded packet and progressive shortening poli-
cies. MS RLNC decoding is generally based on on-the-fly
Gaussian Elimination [68]. In MS RLNC on-the-fly Gaussian
Elimination, the triangulation step starts as soon as a new set of
	η coded MS is received in a coded packet η, instead of wait-
ing for a batch of coded packets to arrive. The main MS RLNC
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decoding strategy is to form a triangular matrix of dimen-
sion

∑N
n=1 �n ×∑N

n=1 �n by incorporating every individual
received coded MS, starting from the very first received coded
MS. Similarly to conventional RLNC decoding, the receiver
recovers the original source packets by exploiting the coding
coefficients αηn carried in the transmitted packets.

Importantly, for MS RLNC the individual packet sizes
�n, n = 1, 2, . . . , N, are needed for the construction of the
decoding vectors that correspond to each coded MS received
within a coded packet. These decoding vectors can be viewed
as an extension to a decoding matrix of size �max ×∑N

n=1 �n

as illustrated on the right side of Fig. 7. Each column set
of source symbols s1λ, s2λ, . . . , sNλ can be entirely recov-
ered after receiving the coded MS in column position λ of
the coded packet number �λ, i.e., after decoding exactly
λ + �max(�λ − 1) coded MSs, analogous to conventional
RLNC decoding [62], [69]–[71].

2) Shortened Packet Decoding: With the min-sized last
packet policy, the destination receives coded packets of size
�max coded MSs, except for one coded packet, which contains
�min coded macro-symbols. With progressive shortening, the
destination receives (absent any packet losses) coded packets
with a length distribution matching the length distribution of
the source packets. For any such policy with shortened coded
packets, after expanding the encoding vector into a decoding
matrix illustrated on the right side of Fig. 7, the decoding
process starts with the first received coded MS, following the
conventional RLNC decoding [62], [69]–[71].

Generally, in RLNC decoding, it is important to check
whether a received coded packet is innovative or not, which
determines whether the packet is kept for decoding or
ignored [62], [69]–[71]. An attractive feature of MS RLNC
is that it does not require checking the dependency for every
single received coded MS. Based on the checking of the first
coded MS cη1 in a given coded packet Cη, the receiver can
determine for the entire set of coded MSs in the coded packet
Cη whether they are innovative or not. In particular, the same
set of random coding coefficients αη1, αη2, . . . , αηN is used
in the encoding of all coded MSs in the considered coded
packet Cη. That is, the set of random coding coefficients
αη1, αη2, . . . , αηN for obtaining the coded MS cηλ is exactly
the same as for obtaining the coded MS cη(λ−1) if �λ = �λ−1,
or a reduced set when �λ < �λ−1. Thus, the rank remains
unchanged and the entire set of output macro-symbols can be
discarded on the receiver side when the first coded MS cη1
in a given coded packet Cη is determined not to be innova-
tive. This reduces the computational effort invested in linearly
dependent packets.

IV. SHIFTING SCHEMES FOR MS RLNC

A. Motivation

A critical aspect of MS RLNC decoding of a generation of
N source packets is that with progressive shortening, the left-
most column of source symbols has a source MS degree of
�1 = N, see Fig. 9. That is, there are N MSs in column posi-
tion λ = 1 (and possibly there are more columns with degree
N). Hence, the decoder requires at least N coded packets to

Fig. 10. Example of random shifting: (a) Generation of N = 4
original non-shifted packets with unequal sizes; the maximum degree
is max1≤λ≤�max �λ = �1 = 4. (b) Randomly shifted packets
before vertical encoding; the shifting reduced the maximum degree to
max1≤λ≤�max �rand

λ = �rand
max = 3.

recover the set(s) of these N original source MSs. Reducing
the maximum degree max1≤λ≤�max �λ, i.e., the longest vertical
column of source MSs, will reduce the number of unknowns
per linear equation in the RLNC decoding and hence reduce
the number of coded packets required at the receiver for
decoding. The key idea of the shifting schemes is to rear-
range the source packets so that the maximum degree is
minimized.

We note that the shifting of the source packets is a pre-
coding step that occurs only at the encoder. Recoding in the
network is oblivious of the pre-coding shifting and will operate
as in standard RLNC.

B. Random Shifting

Random shifting moves the source MS snλ in column posi-
tion λ of source packet n by a random offset to the right,
i.e., into the column position corresponding to a higher col-
umn index, as illustrated in Fig. 10. In particular, the random
offset φn is drawn randomly from a uniform distribution over
[0, �max − 1]. The moving to a higher indexed column posi-
tion wraps around at column position �, i.e., the source MS
sn,λ is moved to the column position λ + φn mod �max. The
MS RLNC encoding for the specific example of random shift-
ing in Fig. 10 is further illustrated in Fig. 11. Note that the
shifts are added to the coded packet header (and need to be
sent only once per generation, similar to the packet sizes).

A drawback of random shifting is that in the worst case, the
random shifts could leave the maximum source MS degree,
i.e., the maximum column length of source MSs, unchanged
at N, the number of source packets in the generation. An
advantage of random shifting is that it could be amenable
to supporting privacy and security mechanisms. We proceed
to design a deterministic shifting scheme that minimizes the
maximum source MS degree.

C. Deterministic Shifting

Deterministic shifting is inspired by the chain and fragmen-
tation approach [44], where the input packets are first chained
together in their original order to form a lumped data set, and
are then fragmented into new equal size packets. In the context
of MS RLNC, we deterministically right shift the source MSs
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Fig. 11. Example of MS RLNC encoding after random shifting for generation size N = 4 and maximum source packet size �max = 5 MSs with the eventual
matrix expansion of the encoding vector.

Fig. 12. Deterministic shifting: (a) Generation of N = 4 source packets with
unequal sizes. (b) The deterministic shifting has reduced the maximum MS
source degree to �det

max = 2.

so that the successive source packets essentially form one long
chain that continuously cycles through the column positions
1, 2, . . . , �max, 1, 2, . . . �max, 1, 2, . . . More specifically, we
right shift the first MS sn,λ of source packet n into the column
position following the position of the last MS sn−1,�n−1 of the
preceding source packet n−1 after the right shifting of source
packet n−1. In particular, the first source packet (n = 1) is not
shifted, i.e., the last MS s1,�1 of the first source packet stays
in column position �1 corresponding to the length (in MSs)
of packet n = 1. The first MS of the second packet, i.e., MS
s2,1 is right shifted into the position immediately to the right
of column position �1, i.e., into position �1 + 1 mod �max
(where the mod �max accounts for the wrap-around). Then,
the other MSs of source packet n = 2 are placed successively
to the right (with wrap-around, if needed) of its first MS, as
illustrated in the second row of Fig. 12. This right shifting
continues for the subsequent source packets. In the example
in Fig. 12, the last source MS of packet n = 2 is shifted into
column position 1; thus, the first MS s3,1 of packet n = 3 is
right shifted into column position 2, and so on.

The chaining of the source packet through the right shift-
ing effectively creates one long chain with

∑N
n=1 �n MSs.

This long chain fills the column positions 1, 2, . . . , �max com-
pletely for a total of �∑N

n=1 �n/�max	 times and “spills” over
(
∑N

n=1 �n/�max) mod �max MSs into the next row. Thus,
the maximum source MS degree is

�det
max =

⌈
N∑

n=1

�n

/
�max

⌉
. (5)

This maximum source MS degree �det
max is a lower bound for

the expected number K of coded packets required for decoding
the generation of N source packets at the receiver, i.e., K �
�det

max.
Note that with deterministic shifting, the shifts do not need

to be signalled to the receiver, as they follow deterministically
from the packet sizes that are carried in the packet header to
the receiver, as illustrated in Fig. 11. Both shifting schemes
can employ different coded packet transmission policies. A
full-length coded packet policy transmits K, K ≥ �rand/det

max ,
full-length coded packets η, η = 1, 2, . . . , K, each containing
	η = �max coded MSs. The probability of decoding a gener-
ation of N source packets from K received coded packets is
derived in the following section and can be used to dimension
the number of coded packets K according to quality of ser-
vice requirements. Alternatively, a min-sized last coded packet
policy (analogous to Section III-A7b) transmits �rand/det

max − 1
full-length coded packets followed by a “spill-over” packet
consisting of (

∑N
n=1 �n/�max) mod �max MSs.

V. ANALYTICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF MS RLNC

This section analyzes the decoding probability as well as
the computational complexities of MS RLNC encoding and
decoding.

A. Decoding Probability

MS RLNC multiplies the coding coefficients αηn, n =
1, 2, . . . , N, with the source MSs in the column position λ (or
the source MSs that have been shifted into the column position
λ) in (packet) rows n to compute coded MS cηλ. We define
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Aλ as the set of coding coefficients that are actually involved
in the computation of coded MS cηλ, i.e., the coefficients
that have “encountered” an actual source MS and we define
these coding coefficients as actual coding coefficients. We
denote aλ = |Aλ| for the number of actual coding coefficients
involved in computing coded symbol cηλ. Furthermore, we
define a�λ = |Aλ ∩ (

⋃
1≤�<λ A�)| as the number of actual

coding coefficients that were involved in computing coded
symbol cηλ and in computing any of the preceding coded sym-
bols cη�, 1 ≤ � < λ, in the considered coded packet η. For
instance, in the example in Fig. 12, a1 = 2, a2 = 2, and
a�2 = 1.

We define E(K)
λ , λ = 1, 2, . . . , �max, as the event of decod-

ing the �λ coded MSs in column position λ after the receipt
of the Kth coded packet. The event E(K)

1 of decoding the
coded MSs in column position λ = 1, and the event E(K)

2
for column position λ = 2, and so on, up to and includ-
ing the event E(K)

�max
for column position λ = �max all joined

together correspond to the event of decoding the entire gen-
eration, i.e., the complete set of N (shifted) source symbols
after the receipt of coded packet K. Thus, the probability of
decoding the generation with K received coded packets is

P(K)
dec = P

⎛

⎝
⋂

1≤λ≤�max

E(K)
λ

⎞

⎠. (6)

For conventional packet based RLNC with GF(2q), N source
packets are decoded after the receipt of K, K ≥ N, coded
packets with probability [72], [73]:

N−1∏

n=0

(
1 − 1

2q(K−n)

)
. (7)

In MS RLNC, there are �1 MSs in column position λ = 1,
which were encoded with a1 = �1 actual coding coefficients.
Replacing N in Eqn. (7) with a1 gives the probability for
decoding these a1 = �1 MSs from K, K ≥ �max, received
coded packets, i.e.,

P

(
E(K)

1

)
=

a1−1∏

n=0

(
1 − 1

2q(K−n)

)
. (8)

We proceed to evaluate the probability of decoding col-
umn 1 (event E(K)

1 ) and column 2 (event E(K)
2 ) with the

conditional probability of decoding column 2 given that col-
umn 1 has already been decoded, i.e., we evaluate P(E(K)

1 ∩
E(K)

2 ) = P(E(K)
1 ) · P(E(K)

2 |E(K)
1 ). The �2 MSs in column posi-

tion 2 have been encoded with a2 actual coding coefficients.
However, a�2 of these actual coding coefficients have been
involved in the coding of the MSs in column 1, which have
already been decoded. Thus, there are only a2 − a�2 new
coding coefficients that have not been involved in decod-
ing the preceding columns. Thus, only a2 − a�2 new coding
coefficients need to effectively be considered in the decoding
of the present column. However, there are also effectively only
K − (a2 −a�2) new received coded packets available that have
not been involved in the decoding of the preceding columns.

Hence, the conditional decoding probability is

P

(
E(K)

2 |E(K)
1

)
=

a2−a�2−1∏

n=0

(
1 − 1

2q(K−(a2−a�2)−n)

)
. (9)

Continuing this reasoning for the subsequent columns up to
and including column �max gives

P(K)
dec = P

(
E(K)

1

)
× · · · × P

⎛

⎝E(K)
�max

∣∣∣∣
⋂

λ<�max

E(K)
λ

⎞

⎠. (10)

Thus, with product notation,

P(K)
dec =

�max∏

λ=1

P

(
E(K)

λ

∣∣∣∣
⋂

ν<λ

E(K)
ν

)
, (11)

where by, analogous to Eqn. (9),

P

(
E(K)

λ

∣∣∣∣
⋂

ν<λ

E(K)
ν

)
=

aλ−a�λ−1∏

n=0

(
1 − 1

2q(K−(aλ−a�λ)−n)

)
.

(12)

Therefore, combining Eqns. (11) and (12),

P(K)
dec =

�max∏

λ=1

aλ−a�λ−1∏

n=0

(
1 − 1

2q(K−(aλ−a�λ)−n)

)
. (13)

We have verified this decoding probability analysis with
simulations that are not included due to space constraints.

B. Computational Complexity

This section analyzes the computational complexity of MS
RLNC encoding and decoding and compares with benchmarks.
The comparisons are summarized in Table III. We note that
conventional RLNC operates on N packets of size Lmax and
has an encoding complexity of O(LmaxN2) and a decoding
complexity of O(N3) [59], [62], [74]–[76]. Also, for bench-
marking, we note that the bin packing involved in simple
bundling [44] can be solved with complexity O(N2) with the
First Fit Decreasing heuristic [77], resulting in NSB, NSB ≤ N,
packets of size Lmax for the RLNC encoder. Chaining and
fragmentation results in NCF packets of size FCF for the
RLNC.

1) Computational Complexity of MS RLNC Encoding:
The MS RLNC encoding complexity is proportional to the
number of source MSs considered in the computation of the
coded MSs. In particular, computing a coded packet η of
size 	η coded MSs requires the computation of 	η coded
MSs. Computing one coded MS cηλ from source packets with
source MS degree �λ, requires that the �λ source MSs, each
of size μ symbols of GF(2q), in column λ are multiplied
with their corresponding coding coefficients and summed. We
note that the encoding and decoding operations in the widely
used Kodo RLNC library [71] are conducted on a symbol
by symbol basis. Thus, irrespective of whether RLNC coding
is performed on packets or on MSs (which may be viewed
as small packets), the encoder still has to process all symbols
(e.g., bytes in GF(28)) one by one. The �λ multiplications and
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF ENCODING AND DECODING COMPLEXITY FOR A GENERATION CONSISTING OF N PACKETS. THE NUMBER OF UNKNOWNS INDICATES

THE NUMBER OF UNKNOWN ELEMENTS DURING RLNC DECODING. THE MINIMUM NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS INDICATES THE MINIMUM NUMBER

OF CODING COEFFICIENTS REQUIRED FOR RLNC DECODING (IN ABSENCE OF LINEAR DEPENDENCIES OF CODING COEFFICIENTS AND LOSSES)

sums for obtaining one coded MS incur a computational com-
plexity O(μ�λ) for column λ. Summing over all considered
columns λ, λ = 1, 2, . . . , 	η ≤ �max, to obtain one coded
packet consisting of 	η coded MSs incurs the computational
complexity

O
⎛

⎝μ

	η∑

λ=1

�λ

⎞

⎠. (14)

The computational complexity for encoding an entire gen-
eration of N source packets is O(μ

∑N
η=1

∑	η

λ=1 �λ). In
comparison, conventional packet based RLNC encoding of N
source packets that are padded to the full length of Lmax bytes
incurs computational complexity O(LmaxN2) (each column has
source MS degree �λ = N in a generation of N full-length
source packets). Considering a symbol size of one byte (differ-
ent symbol sizes would require Lmax to be re-defined in terms
of number of symbols), we note that μ

∑N
η=1

∑	η

λ=1 �λ ≤
LmaxN2, i.e., MS RLNC with packet shortening (	η ≤ �max)
has the same or lower encoding complexity than conventional
packet based RLNC. The preceding analysis considered a code
rate of one (i.e., no extra coded packets for redundancy); each
extra full-length coded packet would incur the computational
complexity in Eqn. (14) with 	η = �max for MS RLNC and
the complexity O(LmaxN) for conventional RLNC.

2) MS RLNC Decoding: The decoding needs to recover∑N
n=1 �n source MSs, which is equivalent to decoding an∑N
n=1 �n × ∑N

n=1 �n matrix. For analyzing the decoding
complexity, consider using the coding coefficients αηλ, λ =
1, 2, . . . , �, and source packet lengths �n, n = 1, 2, . . . , N,
in the received coded packet Cη to create a decoding matrix
with �max rows and

∑N
n=1 �n columns, see right sides of

Figs. 7 and 11. Although the coding coefficients are drawn at
random, their significance and location in the decoding matrix
are deterministic. That is, row λ of any decoding matrix con-
tains the coefficients related to the MSs in column position λ

of the source packets. Therefore, we can divide the decoding
into sub-decoding steps, similar to decoding non-overlapping
generations [60]. As the example in Fig. 7 illustrates, we effec-
tively need to decode �max = 3 matrices corresponding to
the �max = 3 rows of the decoding matrix. These individual
matrices have orders �1 ×�1 = 2 × 2, �2 ×�2 = 1 × 1, and
��max × ��max = �3 × �3 = 1 × 1, as there are 2, 1, and 1

elements in the rows of the decoding matrix Following the
Gaussian elimination approach, inverting these matrices has a
computational complexity of:

O
(

�max∑

λ=1

�3
λ

)
= O

(
�maxN3

)
, (15)

which is higher than the O(N3) computational complexity of
conventional packet based RLNC.

This preceding analysis assumes that the columns λ, λ =
1, 2, . . . , �max are decoded entirely independently, which is
not practical. Instead, a practical decoder decodes the columns
jointly, i.e., is aware of the coding coefficients whose cor-
responding source MSs have been decoded in a preceding
column. Thus, as noted in Section V-A for decoding of the
first column λ = 1, all a1 = �1 corresponding actual coding
coefficients need to be considered, resulting in a complexity
contribution of O(a3

1) = O(�3
1) = O(N3).

For each subsequent column λ, λ = 2, 3, . . . , �max,
the decoding is simplified if the set Aλ of actual coding
coefficients for column λ is identical to one of the sets of the
actual coding coefficients for any of the preceding columns
A�, 1 ≤ � < λ. If Aλ = A� for some prior column
�, 1 ≤ � < λ, then only the final Gaussian elimination step
with complexity contribution O(�2

λ) = O(N2) needs to be
completed. Thus, in the best case when Aλ = A1 for all
λ, λ = 2, 3, . . . , �max, the computational complexity of MS
RLNC decoding is

O
(

N3 + (�max − 1)N2
)

= O
(

N3
)
. (16)

For instance, in the example in Fig. 7, the complexity contribu-
tion is O(N3) for column λ = 1 of the source symbols (on the
left), or equivalently for the first row of the decoding matrix
(on the right). Similarly, column λ = 2 of the source sym-
bols (or equivalently the second row of the decoding matrix)
incurs a decoding complexity contribution O(N3). However,
column λ = 3 of the source symbols (third row of the decod-
ing matrix) has exactly the same coding coefficient (the 4)
as the preceding source symbol column (row of the decoding
matrix); thus incurring only a decoding complexity of O(N2).
The complexities of the MS RLNC schemes are summarized
in Table III and compared with the existing approaches.
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VI. NUMERICAL MS RLNC EVALUATION

A. Evaluation Setup

1) Network Setting: In order to focus on the padding
overhead, we consider initially a lossless unicast network
transmission with RLNC encoding at the sender and RLNC
decoding at the receiver. Subsequently, in Section VI-B3 we
consider a lossy network.

2) MS RLNC Implementation: We implemented the intro-
duced MS RLNC coding schemes using the Kodo library [71].
Building on the functionalities of the Kodo library, we
designed the MS RLNC encoding and decoding modules as
wrappers of the corresponding Kodo modules. Our encoder
wrapper maps the source data packets to source MSs. To
encode the data, we generate random coefficients, form the
corresponding coding vectors, and execute the Kodo encoder
to produce the coded packets. Finally, we append the meta-
data to the coded packet, i.e., the coding coefficients, the
packet lengths (and the packet shifts for random shifting). For
decoding, we map the coding vector from each received coded
packet to a coding matrix. Then we feed the coding matrix
along with the coded data to the Kodo decoder.

3) Video Traces and Partitioning Into MSs: We consider
the transmission of the full SVC (CIF), VP9 (HD), and H.265
(4k) video traces, see Section II-A. That is, we consider the
transmission of 289040 successive SVC (CIF) video frames
as well as 17592 VP9 (HD) video frames and 17592 H.265
(4k) video frames. These video traces correspond to 336336,
45388, and 163920 packets, respectively, which are grouped
into generations consisting of N packets each. Based on the
evaluations in Section III-A4, we set the MSs size to μ =
60 bytes; thus, one MS corresponds to 480 symbols in GF(2)

or 60 symbols in GF(28).
4) Compared Padding Reduction Approaches: We evaluate

the performance of the following MS RLNC approaches: pro-
gressive shortening (Section III-A7c) as well as random shift-
ing (Section IV-B), and deterministic shifting (Section IV-C)
with the min-sized last packet policy. We compare these MS
RLNC approaches against conventional packet based RLNC.
Moreover, we compare with simple bundling as well as
chaining and fragmentation [44]. Following the recommen-
dations in [44], we set the largest packet size of simple
bundling as well as the fragmentation size of chaining and
fragmentation to the largest packet size Lmax of a given
generation.

5) Metrics: We evaluate the overhead percentage, i.e., the
total amount of padding overhead [bytes] to the total amount
of data [bytes] that needs to be transmitted over the com-
munication network between encoder and decoder for each
generation consisting of N packets. We report the overhead
for all the generations constituting the considered video traces
in box plots.

We also evaluate the number K of coded packets required
to complete the RLNC decoding at the receiver of each of
the generations constituting the considered video traces. We
conducted 100 independent replications of the evaluation of
K for each generation to obtain an average K value for each
generation, which we refer to as generation K value. The 95%

confidence intervals of the generation K values were less than
6% of the corresponding sample means for GF(28) and less
than 12% of the corresponding sample means for GF(2). These
results conform to corresponding general analyses for RLNC
decoding [78].

We present box plots that were obtained from these gener-
ation K values for a given video trace. The box plots give the
median as well as lower and upper quartiles of the individual
generation K values across all the generations in a given video
trace. The box plot whiskers give the 10% and 90% quantiles;
outliers below 10% and above 90% are represented through
dots. The K values represent a delay measure, i.e., the total
number of coded packet transmissions required to transport a
generation of video packets to the receiver.

B. Results

1) Padding Overhead: Fig. 13 presents box plots of the
overhead for the individual generations, each consisting of N
successive video packets. The box plots marked with “MS”
represent both MS RLNC with progressive shortening and MS
RLNC with deterministic shifting. (MS RLNC with random
shifting achieves the same MS results when combined with
a progressive shortening policy.) We observe from Fig. 13
that the MS RLNC approaches achieve significantly lower
overheads than chaining and fragmentation (CF) and simple
bundling (Bund) for the small generation sizes N = 4 and 8.
On the other hand, the MS RLNC approaches have similar
overheads as chaining and fragmentation as well as bundling
for generation sizes of N = 16 and larger (as we have verified
in additional evaluations that are not included to avoid clutter).

Chaining and fragmentation as well as bundling encode
complete packets of size Lmax. Padding overhead arises in
chaining and fragmentation due to the long string of chained
packets typically having a length

∑N
n=1 Ln that is not an inte-

ger multiple of Lmax. In particular, there are �∑N
n=1 Ln/Lmax	

fragments of size Lmax and one (last) fragment of size∑N
n=1 Ln mod Lmax. This last fragment needs to be padded

with Lmax − (
∑N

n=1 Ln mod Lmax) zero bits before RLNC
encoding. Assuming a uniform distribution of the size of the
last fragment size, the padding overhead is on average Lmax/2.
Thus, following Eqn. (1), the corresponding average overhead
percentage is Lmax/(2

∑N
n=1 Ln), which is inversely propor-

tional to the generation size N. (Reducing the fragmentation
size significantly below Lmax would significantly increase the
number of fragments and thus the number of required coding
coefficients, and is therefore not a viable strategy for reducing
the overhead.) The percentage overhead of simple bundling
is similarly roughly inversely proportional to the generation
size N.

In contrast, the MS RLNC approaches pad each individual
packet to an integer multiple of the MS size μ. Assuming
that the packet sizes are integer multiples of μ plus a “spill-
over” part that is uniformly distributed over μ, the average
padding overhead is μ/2 per packet. The corresponding per-
centage overhead is Nμ/(2

∑N
n=1 Ln), which is independent

of the generation size N.
We note that MS RLNC with deterministic shifting as intro-

duced in Section IV-C first pads the packets to an integer
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Fig. 13. Box plot comparison of padding overhead in percent for different generation sizes N. Fixed parameters: GF(28), μ = 60 bytes, i.e., 25 MSs per
packet.

number of MSs and then shifts the packets at the granularity
of MSs. An alternative MS RLNC with deterministic shift-
ing approach could first shift the packets at the granularity of
individual symbols [bytes in GF(28)], analogous to chaining
and fragmentation. Then, the shifted packets could be frag-
mented into MSs (whereby a given MS may contain parts
of multiple packets) and encoded with MC RLNC. With this
alternative approach, only the “spill over” into the last MS in
the last row needs to be padded out to a full MS, reducing
the average padding overhead to μ/2 for the entire generation.
This alternative approach needs to signal the packet sizes at
the granularity of symbols, requiring up to N log2 Lmax bits,
while for the deterministic shifting approach in Section IV-C
it is sufficient to signal the packet lengths at the granularity
of MSs, requiring up to N log2 �max bits; the difference of
N log2 μ bits is negligible for most scenarios.

Overall we observe from Fig. 13 that the SVC (CIF) video
generally requires higher padding overhead than the VP9 (HD)
video, even with the various padding reduction techniques.
The VP9 (HD) video in turn requires higher padding over-
head than the H.265 (4k) video. The SVC (CIF) video has a
higher probability of packet sizes below the MTU compared

to the VP9 (HD) and H.265 (4k) videos (see Section II). The
padding overhead generally increases with the tendency for the
video to have small packets, as quantified in Section II. We
also observed in Section II and we observe from the RLNC
results in Fig. 13 that the padding overhead generally increases
with increasing generation size N. In contrast, for all padding
reduction approaches, the overhead decreases for increasing
generation size N. Thus, one overarching conclusion from this
padding overhead study is that padding overhead reduction is
particularly critical for large generation sizes N. More specif-
ically, we conclude that for small generation sizes N, the MS
RLNC approaches are more effective than chaining and frag-
mentation or simple bundling. On the other hand, for moderate
to large generation sizes, all the padding reduction approaches
are approximately equally effective.

2) Number of Coded Packets K (Delay) Without Packet
Losses: Figs. 14 and 15 compare the box plots for the num-
ber of coded packets K needed for the complete recovery of
each generation of N packets from the video traces. Fig. 14
shows the box plots for GF(28) for a range of generation sizes
N, while Fig. 15 shows the box plots for GF(2) for N = 8.
We observe from Figs. 14 and 15 that conventional full-length
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Fig. 14. Box plot comparison of the number K of coded packets needed to decode the N packets in a generation. Fixed parameters: GF(28), μ = 60 bytes,
i.e., 25 MSs per packet, lossfree network link.

packet RLNC and progressive shortening MS RLNC require
almost always K = N coded packets for GF(28) and slightly
more coded packets for GF(2). The additional packets beyond
N are required to overcome occurrences of linear depen-
dent coding coefficients. Generally, it is important to keep in
mind that the coded packet count K does not reflect that MS
RLNC with progressive shortening produces shortened packets
that require less transmission resources than full-length coded
packets.

We also observe from Figs. 14 and 15 that MS RLNC with
deterministic shifting as well as chaining and fragmentation
and bundling tend to have the lowest K values; MS RLNC
with random shifting tends to generally have slightly higher
K values, but still lower values than conventional RLNC.
Importantly, we observe from Fig. 14 that the third quartiles
of K for deterministic shifting MS RLNC as well as for chain-
ing and fragmentation are below the minimum K values for
conventional RLNC for VP9 (HD) for N = 16 and for all
SVC (CIF) scenarios. This means that in all these scenarios,
deterministic shifting MS RLNC as well as chaining and frag-
mentation can decode more than 75% of the generations prior

to receiving N coded packets at the decoder; whereby N is
the minimum number of coded packets required for decoding
conventional RLNC. The reduced numbers K of coded packets
required with the padding reduction approaches thus indicate
reduced latencies for the network transport of the generations
of media packets.

These observed reductions of the number of required coded
packets K are achieved through the “packing” of the N unequal
size packets into fewer equivalent full-size packets with shift-
ing of MSs or chaining and fragmentation or bundling of
the packets. In particular, the padding reduction approaches
judiciously exploit the varying packet sizes to “pack” the gen-
eration data into fewer rows for RLNC encoding and thus
reduce the number of coded packets required for transporting
a generation. Random shifting MS RLNC is somewhat less
effective at this “packing” than the other approaches, mainly
because random shifting may not minimize the length of the
longest column, see Section IV-B.

Large generation sizes N and videos with a significant num-
ber of small packets provide extensive opportunities for the
“packing” of unequal size packets into fixed size packets.
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Fig. 15. Box plot comparison of the number K of coded packets for GF(2)

needed to decode the N = 8 packets in a generation. Fixed parameters: N = 8
generation size, GF(2), μ = 60 bytes, i.e., 480 MSs per packet, lossfree
network link.

Therefore, we observe more pronounced reductions of the
number K of required coded packets for the SVC (CIF) video
(with a substantial portion of small frames, see Section II-A)
than for the VP9 (HD) and H.265 (4k) videos. Also, the
large considered generation size of N = 16 exhibits more
pronounced reductions of K than the smaller N = 4 and 8 gen-
eration sizes. We verified in additional evaluations that are not
included to avoid clutter that generation sizes above 16 further

slightly increase the packing opportunities. For instance, for
VP9 (HD) for N = 64 and GF(28) the upper (90%) whisker
of K for deterministic shifting MS RLNC is at 62.

3) Number of Transmitted Coded Packets With Packet
Losses: This section presents results for the number of
required coded packet transmissions over a lossy link in order
to achieve the complete recovery of each generation of N = 16
packets of the considered video traces. The considered link
independently randomly drops 20% of the transmitted pack-
ets. We observe from Fig. 16 for the lossy network link similar
performance trends as from Figs. 14 and 15 for the lossfree
network link. The padding overhead reduction approaches gen-
erally continue to outperform conventional RLNC by requiring
fewer packet transmissions. This result is expected since the
padding overhead reduction schemes are designed to preserve
the RLNC error correction (packet recovery) mechanisms.
In particular, simple bundling as well as chaining and frag-
mentation are pre-processing steps that take place before the
RLNC encoding at the sender and are undone after the RLNC
decoding at the receiver. The MS RLNC with progressive
shortening may make the last MSs (in the highest indexed
column positions) in long packets more vulnerable to losses
if small fields with a relatively high probability of correlated
coding coefficient vectors are used. This is because these last
MSs are included in fewer coded packets compared to MS
RLNC schemes with mainly full-length coded packets (see
Section III-A7c). The evaluation results in Fig. 16 indicate
that this vulnerability effect is relatively mild, notice the very
slightly increased median numbers of transmitted packets with
progressive shortening compared to conventional RLNC for
GF(2). For GF(28) with negligible coding coefficient vector
correlations, we observe the same median numbers of trans-
mitted packets for progressive shortening and conventional
RLNC. Also, recall from the MS vs. RLNC comparison in
Fig. 13 that the MS RLNC progressive shortening packets
have significantly less overhead than the conventional RLNC
packets.

MS RLNC with deterministic and random shifting employs
mainly full-length packets (except for the last packet, which
is sized according to the min-sized last coded packet policy,
see Section III-A7b). Accordingly, MS RLNC with shifting
has nearly equivalent packet recovery capabilities as conven-
tional RLNC (even with correlated coding coefficient vectors).
In particular, the evaluation results in Fig. 16 confirm that
MS RLNC with deterministic shifting requires essentially the
same low numbers of packet transmissions over the lossy link
as chaining and fragmentation (while incurring the same or
slightly lower padding overhead, see MS vs. CF comparison
in Fig. 13).

Closely comparing Figs. 16(a), (c), and (e) for the trans-
mission over the lossy network link with the corresponding
Fig. 14(c), (f), and (i) for the transmission over the lossfree
network link, we observe that the network link losses slightly
amplify the differences between conventional RLNC and the
padding reduction approaches. In particular, for the VP9 (HD)
video, deterministic shifting as well as chaining and fragmen-
tation have median K values of 14 compared to a median K
value of 16 for RLNC in Fig. 14(f); whereas, deterministic
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Fig. 16. Box plot comparison of the number of required coded packet transmissions over a link with 20% packet loss to decode the N = 16 packets in a
generation. Fixed parameters: N = 16 generation size, μ = 60 bytes, i.e., 25 MSs per packet for GF(28) and 480 MSs per packet for GF(2).

shifting as well as chaining and fragmentation have median
K values of 17.49 as well as 17.45, respectively, compared to
20 for RLNC in Fig. 16(c). The padding overhead reduction
approaches “pack” the unequal sized packets in a generation
into fewer packets that need to be transmitted over the lossy
network link. Fewer packet transmissions imply fewer lost
packets and, hence, fewer required additional transmissions
to enable RLNC decoding at the receiver. Overall, the results
in Fig. 16 demonstrate that the padding reduction approaches

are beneficial in reducing the number of required packet trans-
missions over lossy network links compared to conventional
RLNC, especially for videos containing small frames.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have examined the overhead arising from the padding
of variable size media packets, e.g., packets of VBR video,
for reliable network transport with random linear network
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coding (RLNC). Conventional RLNC encodes and decodes at
the granularity of complete equal size packets. Thus, exist-
ing padding reduction approaches have sought to package the
variable size packets into fixed size packets with bundling or
chaining and fragmentation approaches. We have introduced
a new class of RLNC that conducts the encoding and decod-
ing at the finer granularity of macro-symbols (MSs), whereby
multiple MSs constitute a packet.

We have conducted an extensive performance evaluation
of padding reduction approaches with long traces of full
motion VBR video. We found that for small RLNC genera-
tion sizes that are required for low-latency video transmission,
the MS RLNC approach with deterministic shifting reduces
the padding overhead the most. For moderate to large RLNC
generation sizes that incur moderate to large network trans-
port delays, the chaining and fragmentation approach and the
bundling approach of forming fixed size packets from vari-
able size packets and MS RLNC with deterministic shifting
effectively reduce the padding overhead.

There are several interesting directions for future work
on the padding overhead involved in reliable RLNC media
transport over lossy networks. This study considered gener-
ation based RLNC (also referred to as block based RLNC)
which codes N packets at a time and thus effectively advances
the encoding window in steps of N packets. Future padding
overhead research should investigate online sliding window
RLNC approaches that advance the RLNC encoding window
at a granularity of individual packets [79]–[82]. This finer-
grained advance of the encoding window generally helps to
reduce network latencies. Another future research direction
is to examine the padding reduction in the context of the
RLNC inter-coding of multiple media streams. The present
study has focused on the RLNC intra-coding of a single media
stream. The RLNC inter-coding of multiple media streams
could improve the overall multimedia experience over lossy
networks.
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